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Angie Rhodes 

This is not my usual reading matter, it 

being set just after WW2, but I am so 

glad I did read it, as it's a gripping 

debut novel. 

Kasper is a German, who trades on the 

black market, he can find anything, and 

trades everything.  

When a young woman, Eva knocks on his 

door, Kasper’s life will not be the same ever 

again. She tells him she is looking for 

and has been told he is the one to find him.

As the story unfolds, there is somebody, who 

is murdering occupying soldiers, and 

Kasper, his father and Eva are in danger

While reading, you can imagine

buildings of worn torn Berlin, the pe

who live in tatters, orphaned children, a

see the ash and dust kick up as Kasper walks 

the dank streets. 

This is a book which would make a great mov

 

Suzanne Marsh - www.ireadnovels.wordpress.com

‘The Spring Of Kasper Meier’ is a 

in post-WW 2. Buildings left in ruins, with twisted metal shapes, strange 

skeletons of rusted iron, mattresses 

frame of a bicycle. The disturbing scenes of all the shapes every

would look distorted and ugly. In the Buildings that collapsed as an outsider 

you would be able to see walls covered in wallpaper, paintings, mirrors,
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told he is the one to find him. 
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‘The Spring Of Kasper Meier’ is a heartbreaking novel. 

WW 2. Buildings left in ruins, with twisted metal shapes, strange 

etons of rusted iron, mattresses with the stuffing burnt away

frame of a bicycle. The disturbing scenes of all the shapes everywhere that 

would look distorted and ugly. In the Buildings that collapsed as an outsider 

you would be able to see walls covered in wallpaper, paintings, mirrors,
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 The story is set 

WW 2. Buildings left in ruins, with twisted metal shapes, strange 

with the stuffing burnt away, even a bent 

where that 

would look distorted and ugly. In the Buildings that collapsed as an outsider 

you would be able to see walls covered in wallpaper, paintings, mirrors, and all 



people’s possessions. 

Kasper Meier a black-market trader has a visit from Eva Hirsch. Eva had heard 

that Kasper was good at finding people. Eva is looking for a pilot for a friend of 

hers who had an affair with the pilot and is now pregnant. As occupying 

soldiers begin to be killed in mysterious circumstances, Kasper and Eva are 

confronted by their troubled past and their fragile lives begin to spiral out of 

control. 

If you like reading war and post-war then you’ll love reading ‘The Spring Of 

Kasper Meier’. 

 

Sue Burton   

I have just finished reading ‘The Spring of Kasper Meier’ and have to say I did 

not enjoy it very much, I disliked Kasper as a character and found the 

book very disjointed and frankly very depressing.  The story lines jump 

about from past to present at will and I struggled to work out whether it was in 

the past or not.  I actually finished the book with quite a lot of skipping of 

endless boring paragraphs and it did not improve.  I don’t think I could 

recommend this book on. 

 

Edel Waugh - www.edelwaugh.blogspot.ie/ 

A gripping mystery during the aftermath of war.  

This debut novel tells us the story of Berlin during the aftermath of war when 

the black market is still going strong and the city and it's people are still 

recovering. The main character is Kasper and he is a trader in black market 

goods, his life gets a lot more complicated when he is asked to find something a 

little more complicated then sugar. Here the story begins. Grim and gritty 

with moments that will give you a lump in your throat, the effects of 

war even after it's over is written so well here, you almost feel you 

are there. I recommend this to anyone who likes mystery and history. 

 

Janet Gilliard 

This is a debut novel by Ben Fergusson and it’s a cracker. Set in a bleak 

post war Berlin it’s the story of Kasper and Eva. Eva is blackmailing Kasper to 

find the whereabouts of a British pilot. Intertwined with this are the seemingly 

random murders of members of the occupying forces. Kasper is not the most 



likeable of heroes but by the end of the novel the reader understands what 

motivates him. The relationship between Eva and Kasper is complex and 

develops as the novel progresses. This is an excellent book and I highly 

recommend it. I am now waiting eagerly for the next novel by this 

promising young author. 

 

Phylippa Smithson  

Intriguing, very moody and I really felt it captured what I imagine it 

must have been like in the immediacy of Berlin after WW2 but...not 

sure I was convinced about the plot.  

Kasper Meier is using his negotiation skills on the black market to lead as good 

a life as anyone can given the extremely harsh conditions of war torn Berlin.  

He is living with his Father whom he is hiding from the authorities as it is 

financially more beneficial to live on his own.   

The secret that Kasper is determined to keep from everyone is what in fact 

becomes his potential undoing.  It is this secret that is used by Eva, someone 

who he never had any previous dealings, to blackmail him to help her find a 

pilot.  She claims she is looking for this pilot on behalf of her pregnant friend – 

the pilot is claimed to be the father and 'ought to know.' 

In his search, Kasper recognises that Eva is neither being honest with him, nor 

herself in terms of what is driving her to live as she lives. 

Kasper's search is interspersed with chapters detailing murders of foreigners 

who have conquered Berlin. 

And at the end these two parallel worlds collide. 

Definitely worth reading but just don't put it top of your list. 

 

Joanne Nuttie  

What an interesting book! I've never read anything like this before 

and it was a challenge...  

I know very little about the era and history of when this book was set, so that 

alone was interesting and certainly opened my eyes, in lots of ways.  

I struggled at times, the characters changed a lot and lots of different 

characters appeared and disappeared, causing me slight confusion.  

I was very interested in Kasper, Eva and Kasper's father and enjoyed reading 



about their growing relationship, I would have liked more emphasis to be 

placed on this as they were very strong characters with a lot of depth.  

I would recommend this book to male members of my book club or those 

interested in history, based around World War 2. I fear the homosexuality 

featured in this book could possibly shock some readers so again it wouldn't 

appeal to everyone. 

 

Gavin Dimmock - www.the-mustachioed-reader.blogspot.co.uk 

A thrilling tale of danger, blackmail and secrets set in post war 

Berlin. A must read novel by a debut author.  

Kasper Meier, a middle aged German war veteran living off his wits and black 

market connections in 1946 post war Berlin, is blackmailed by the young, 

vibrant and attractive Eva Hirsch into searching for a British airman. Kasper, 

afraid of the consequences if he refuses, has to accept her demands and his 

efforts place him and all he holds dear in danger. Meanwhile, allied servicemen 

are turning up dead all over the city. 

This is an accomplished, well paced and exciting story by a debut novelist that I 

look forward to reading more from. The setting is an interesting and absorbing 

one, and I hugely enjoyed the way the author brought the unrelenting hardship, 

horror and misery of life for the individual characters and the city itself vividly 

to life. 

Kasper and Eva are a wonderful couple of characters; their relationship as the 

story unfolds keeps you eager to turn the pages. And you are rooting for them 

both throughout the story. The author has created one of the most menacing 

and frightening pairs of villains I have read of in quite some time – look out for 

the twins! 

When my review copy arrived, I searched for Ben Fergusson online and paid a 

visit to his website to learn more about him. I was rewarded with a free e-book 

featuring Kasper and set before the events in this novel; that is also well worth a 

read. 

I thoroughly enjoyed this one. It has an interesting and pacy plot and is thought 

provoking, the dialogue felt genuine and the characters were ones that you 

really rooted for or were appalled by. It was also fascinating to read a story set 

in this period of recent history from a German characters point of view. 

 



Kate Thacker 

A powerful read!! I thoroughly enjoyed it, even though this was fictional 

you still got a sense that in post war Berlin things could have been just as dark 

as described vividly here. 

The author has such a way of giving you an image of the characters and all the 

locations, his description of the senses are something I’ll remember for a very 

long time after putting down the book. 

It had me gripped and I’ll be looking out for more books like that and 

this author. 

The horrors of war is something I often think about and it’s something I know 

most will never fathom but in books like this it still manages to give a sense of 

the horrors that could have gone on. 

 

Susan Walsh - @truckermercedes 

Totally absorbing I couldn’t put it down. 

I absolutely loved this Book. It is simply the best that I’ve read in a 

while. 10/10 to Ben Fergusson. 

You can get a real feel for post war Berlin here. 

Your imagination really gets to grips here with the characters, the City, the  

struggle to survive each day. 

Trade offs. 

Poverty, prostitution are all part of everyday life. 

Losers & winners. 

Black marketeering. 

A Fabulous Read keeps you wanting more.  

 

Alan Brown  

A mystery involving a man who tries to save his father and the girl who 

introduced him to the dangers. The beauty of the book though is about the 

'normal' lives of people in post war 1945 Berlin. 

The book starts with an overused hackneyed ploy which is out of 

synchronisation with the rest of the book.  From the second chapter onwards the 



book is different, describing people scrabbling around trying to exist in post 

Second World War Berlin. Homosexuality and relationships are casually 

introduced and then a pseudo love story between a man and a much younger 

woman is developed. Whilst this happens a mystery unfolds with blackmail, 

deaths and intrigue.   

All the time while the mystery excites the reader they are kept anchored in the 

struggle to survive that the inhabitants of the story have to endure. 

There are many mystery fiction stories based in Berlin in the 1940s 

but this one is one of the most believable. 

 

Sarah Harper  

An uplifting story of human resilience and survival this is an 

evocative,  powerful and moving debut novel. Highly recommended.  

A tale of life in post-war Berlin had the potential to be bleak and depressing 

however ‘The Spring of Kasper Meier’ was neither.  Yes, the setting of the city 

devastated by bombing raids was desolate and the lives eeked-out by its 

inhabitants were harrowing but ultimately this was an uplifting story of human 

resilience and survival.  The city scape is evoked beautifully.  The relationship 

between black market trader Kasper and his blackmailer, the young, vulnerable 

and yet strong, rubble-girl Eva worked perfectly, like a duet.  While Kasper's 

history is laid bare to us, Eva's remains hidden and shadowy, like the 

mysterious mastermind, Frau Beckmann and her evil twins.  Frau Beckmann's 

web is spread wide and Kasper, and those he loves, are in danger.  But Kasper is 

a fighter and he's not about to give up. 

Brilliantly written and evocative.  The period of Kasper's recovery after his 

beating was particularly well described, I felt I was experiencing his pain!  A 

powerful and moving debut novel.  Highly recommended. 

 

Jane Brown - www.goodreads.com/review/show/962432879 

This had all the intrigue and kept me wanting for more.  

This is the debut novel for the author Ben Fergusson and is a wow 

for me, a great new author with fantastic potential. 

This thriller has a different slant on World War 2 as this is set in the aftermath 

of war torn Berlin. Things are desperate as everything is in short supply and 

people are trying to get by, by any means. 



The story is set in 1946; the main character is Kasper a German living with his 

father in a bleak mangled city which had been bombed furiously by the allies. 

Kasper is involved in the black market, and is trying to protect his aging father 

and his secrets. 

Kasper receives a knock on the door from a lady called Eva. She almost looks 

upon Kasper as a private detective as she feels he can find people. Eva is looking 

for a pilot for a friend of hers who had an affair with the pilot and is now 

pregnant.  

This is dark, gritty, and visually terrible as buildings and architecture has been 

destroyed beyond recognition. The author recounts a good historical account of 

post war Berlin. 

I can see this being in the top ten on publication. 


